
When Preaching to a Camera
Instead of a Room Full of People

Pro Tips for Pastors From Knute Larson
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… Preach the Word.  Nothing has changed there.

… Talk about the crisis. It is on everyone's minds. Some I saw avoided the very cause of all this. Probably in any text 
one point or at least an application could be directed to this present crisis, at least a little.

… Give hope and encouragement to trust the sovereignty of our Father and Savior.  We don’t have to explain exactly 
how that works for the first time.  

… Do not be as long as usual if your service normally goes over an hour. This might go against the intuition that says 
people don't have that much to do sitting at home.  But there are more distractions there, and more freedom to move 
around!

… Explain the cross.  Every sermon should, and hopefully some unchurched people are watching the service and 
thinking about all this.

… If you heard Dr. Debbie Birx from the president’s task force call on millennials to help and support their parents 
and grandparents, and other seniors, you probably will repeat that challenge. It seems like such a good idea to 
include them in such a call.

… Talk about the pain some people are having and going through. Identify with those who are most afraid.

… Smile at appropriate times. Be as personal and warm as on a normal Sunday. Or more so!

… Is there any point saying that that there are only eight or 15 in the room, causing a distraction probably for every 
listener? Instead just talk to the groups in their living rooms. You are having a personal meeting as well as a sermon.

… Look directly at the camera most of the time. Why not?  And a few times, especially at the closing appeal, have the 
camera come in very close as you express your hopes for our lives Because of the passage you have exposed and 
the Lord we love.

… Use familiar worship songs they can sing easily in their homes. This is not a day to teach new songs when people 
are scattered all over the area. It's hard enough for some families to sing in their homes!  Skip the light songs that are 
just feelings-oriented.

… Pray a well-planned pastoral prayer that includes our nation and our leaders in the world. And those
who are sick. (This might even get you into the habit of a pastoral prayer most weeks
rather than the spontaneous lighter prayers while strumming a guitar. 

… Be careful about recording multiple sermons ahead, as some
are doing.  Developments every week will call for your comments
or Scripture references.


